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Accreditation and the CANASA
ASC Program
Mark Fairley, Fire Monitoring of Canada Inc.
Secretary, Ontario Chapter Board
rofessionals in other sectors have found
ways to identify themselves to the public
so consumers can confidently find qualified
members from within an industry. CANASA
will soon launch the groundbreaking Accredited
Security Contractor (ASC) Program, which will
enable the public to easily find certified Security
Contractors who are qualified to meet their
needs.
Security Contractors are one of the only
member groups of CANASA that has a retail
presence. The ASC Program will make retail
advertising easier for Security Contractors under
the auspices of CANASA. ASC accredited
contractors will be able to market themselves
to the general consumer through a “Pick an
Accredited Contractor” campaign.
Early indications from stakeholders
demonstrate enthusiastic support for the
emergence of an accreditation program for
Security Contractors. The Program will
provide contractors with credentials that
can be presented to specifying agents in
calls for bids. This credential, which can
be required by all bidders, will cover any
of the agents’ basic concerns regarding the
contractor’s qualifications and allow Accredited
Security Contractors to stand out from their
competition.
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An Accredited Security Contractor will, in
effect, have prequalified for hiring consideration
by meeting the strict conditions of the ASC
Program, which will guarantee the purchaser that
minimum criteria will be met on an ongoing basis.
As provincial governments move to tighten
controls over safety, workers rights, business
compliance and the like, the criteria of the
ASC Program show that an Accredited Security
Contractor meets both the required and the
voluntary guidelines for “best practice” in the
industry. ASC will become a short form for
“qualified” in the view of the specifying and the
purchasing public.
Inside Security belongs to you, our members.
We welcome your input and feedback. If you
have a story or idea you would like to share,
please email communications@canasa.org

CANASA advocates, educates, and provides leadership to our members in a self-regulated environment of Canadian security professionals.

LETTER FROM LEADERSHIP

O

JF Champagne
Executive Director,
Canadian Security
Association

ver the summer, CANASA conducted
a membership survey. The main objective
was to help us improve the various products
and services we currently offer and
gather member feedback that will help
guide the direction of our new Affinity
Program. This Affinity Program, to
be launched in 2011, will replace our
current Member Advantage Program
(MAP) and address our members’
present business and developmental
needs.
Response to the survey clearly
indicated what members wanted:
lower rates on insurance coverage, office
supplies, and standard contracts. We also
asked our members what they think we should
focus our energy on in 2011. More than 42
per cent of respondents said CANASA needs
to expand its education programs.
Rest assured, your voices have been heard.
We are currently developing our
Association’s business plan for 2011, which
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places educational initiatives as a top priority
to provide more professional development
opportunities and the highest quality education
possible.
However, you do not have to wait until
January to access first-rate security education.
In October, CANASA is presenting a
comprehensive conference education program
during Security Canada Central, which we
encourage you to take part in.
As always, the success of our initiatives
depends on the important work of CANASA
members and volunteers. Our Education
Committee is looking for knowledgeable
people to help draft course outlines, review
new courses, teach CANASA programs or
simply provide input and feedback regarding
educational initiatives.
We are interested in what you have to say.
Give me a call today—let’s work together to
create security education offerings that best suit
your needs.

The time for awareness starts now
Unnecessary fire alarm dispatches gaining exposure
on a national level

Stan Martin, Executive Director, Security Industry
Alarm Coalition (SIAC)
hen the fight against false alarms first
began, many throughout the security
industry ignored the warning signs of everincreasing alarm dispatches, and wrongly
assumed the benefit to the consumer and
community outweighed the resulting increased
use of law enforcement response. Today, there
is another dispatch issue making its way into
our industry and, just as before, we would like
to keep our heads in the sand and believe the
benefits of these systems justifies the response
demand. This time the issue is formidable and
complex—fire alarms!
At a recent national conference, Jeff Johnson,
president of the International Association of
Fire Chiefs (IAFC), said that out of 10,000
fire alarms his department responded to last
year, only three were actual fire emergencies,
all of which were handled prior to the fire
department’s arrival. In Henderson, Nev.,
roughly 20 months ago, the local fire chief
suspended response to virtually all fire signals
without visual verification of an actual fire.
Although these two incidents may seem
isolated, as more fire departments nationwide
continue to struggle with budget cuts and
personnel costs, more departments will be
exploring options for adjusting or even curtailing
their response to fire signals, particularly in light
of this current data.
We install fire systems to specific codes and
standards, and follow required installation
standards, maintenance schedules, and
mandated dispatch standards. The systems
work as designed, detecting and reporting every
potentially critical event, and fire departments
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respond. But with growing frustration, many fire
departments are realizing they are not needed
and looking for someone to blame (or pay for
the response). They are now increasing fines to
customers and alarm companies. The next major
move will be reducing or eliminating response!
Now is the time for the security industry
to band together and formulate an educated
response to the questions that local jurisdictions
will soon be asking. Think tanks and committees
must come together to research changes to the
NFPA codes and standards. Fire chiefs and
fire professionals everywhere must work with
us to re-evaluate these systems and response
procedures. Now is the time to open our minds
and get realistic as we had to do with security 15
years ago.
Some things to consider:
• Allowing monitoring centres that same 90
seconds under NFPA 72 for commercial
verification calls as we do with residential.
• We must think out of the box…. How about
a “Cancel” button for fire dispatch to allow
those on the scene to signal a monitoring
centre that someone at the location is saying
we don’t need the fire department for the
“burnt toast”.
The issue of how to create a responsible fire
alarm ordinance that protects the community
while best utilizing the time and resources of
fire personnel is unlike any issue the security
industry has tackled thus far. It will not be
overcome through conventional tactics. Today,
the Security Industry Alarm Coalition (SIAC),
Electronic Security Association (ESA), Central
Station Alarm Association (CSAA), and
Canadian Security Association (CANASA) are
asking for a call to awareness of this upcoming
fight. We ask that in your next association
meeting, the issue of fire signal dispatches be
placed on the meeting agendas and that ample
time be given to the topic to explore all possible
issues and solutions.
Through a collaborative dialogue, the security
industry must develop the ideas and solutions
that fire personnel will find acceptable and
prudent to implement in their local community.
There must be awakening throughout the
security industry and that awakening must be
now.
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Did you Know?
“Did You Know?”
contains snippets of important
information regarding
upcoming events and current
affairs. The information can
also be found on our website.
Go to www.canasa.org and
click on “Did You Know?”
CANASA has moved
CANASA’s National Office
has moved to a new location.
Please update your records
with the new address:
50 Acadia Avenue, Suite 201,
Markham, Ontario, L3R 0B3.
CANASA’s phone/fax numbers
and email addresses will
remain the same.
CANASA’s online Job Board
now available in French
CANASA’s online Job Board is
now available in French and
hosts updated electronic
forms. Visit canasa.org > Job
Board to view postings.
Residential and
commercial contracts for
Ontario members available
online
Ontario CANASA members
can access templates for
commercial and residential
agreements in the “Members
Only” section at canasa.org.
The use of these agreements
requires the submission
of the waiver form found
online. Once the signed
waiver is received, CANASA
will release the template
agreements.
CRTC Approves New 431
Area Code for Manitoba
The CRTC has officially
approved the introduction
of the new 431 area code for
the province of Manitoba.
The 431 area code will come
into effect on November 2,
2012.

Modifications to Quebec’s Consumer
Protection Act that affect residential
contracts

W

ithin the framework of our Association’s
mandate, CANASA supplies members
of the Quebec Chapter with models of legal
contracts, which include residential contracts
that have been approved by the OPC (L’Office
de la protection du consommateur). Further to
the modifications of the law, CANASA now has
to revise its contract models.
At first, modifications of Quebec’s Consumer
Protection Act targeted telecommunications
companies, including Internet, cellular phone,
and cable TV distributor companies, because
their monthly invoice totals are often higher
than the price originally offered to the customer.
A short history
In June 2008, the OPC issued a consultation
document. Towards the end of 2008, certain
security companies were contacted by the
Raymond Chabot Grant Thornton law firm to
answer questions regarding the monetary costs
that modifications proposed by the OPC could
incur on the industry.
In March 2009, CANASA formed a
committee comprised of a few security companies
and sent a letter to the OPC informing it of our
intention to take part in the discussions. Some of
the points for discussion, which had the potential
to affect our members, included the following:
• a maximum two-year term for initial contracts;
• the customer would become billable on a
monthly basis on the expiry of the first contract;
• a letter would have to be sent before the
first contract expires to inform the customer
and he would have to sign the document to
confirm he has read it; and
• an increase allowable only at time of renewal
without taking into consideration increases by
external suppliers, such as Bell Canada.
These modifications could entail exaggerated
costs for our members, a potential 20 per cent
decline in sales, and an impact on the value of
member companies.
Subsequently, CANASA representatives met
with OPC to express our concerns and explain
the differences between telecommunications
companies and security companies (which
include more expensive equipment, labour
costs (installers), travel expenses, and fleet
investments).
It appears that our arguments had been heard.
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At the end of February 2010, the OPC
sent the committee contents of the proposed
Regulations of Bill 60 adopted in December
2009, asking the committee to comment.
Finally, last April 28, the Regulations were
published in the Gazette officielle du Québec.
CANASA won on some points, but our
four model contracts (sales-installation, rental,
maintenance, and electronic monitoring) will have
to be modified. Consequently, during the Board
of Directors’ meeting on May 28, 2010, the Board
voted that members who wish to use the contracts
will be charged $149 each to pay the essential
expenses of the legal transactions with the lawyers
and the OPC as well as the cost of modifying the
contracts. This amount is small compared to what a
company would pay to have contracts rewritten.
The major changes we need to expect in the
new contracts include the following:
1. The possibility of making contracts extend
more than 24 months.
2. Fixed period renewals must be made on a new
contract or on a written notice sent to the
customer between 60 and 90 days prior to the
end of the term, accepted and signed by the
customer.
3. The termination fee is to be established.
Instead of the $50 already mentioned in
the Bill project, a formula to calculate the
real cost of the termination fee must be
determined.
4. Sub-contracting service company costs, such
as DVACS, GSM etc., must be formulated
by listing the subcontracting companies
involved. This formulation must be as precise
as possible.
5. The annual indexation based on the Statistics
Canada’s cost of living index can remain in
our contracts.
6. The renewal clauses present in the current
contracts are correct but the termination fee
such as it is calculated today in our contracts
will no longer apply.
The new regulations came into effect on July
1, 2010. The residential contracts signed before
this date can be based on the former model. But,
at the time of renewal, the new clauses must
be applied. The OPC will grant a grace period
to allow all companies to have their contracts
modified.

Bill 88 (Private Security Act) Update

A

s you may already know, in 1996, the
Quebec government, through the
Department of Public Security, decided to
legislate the private security industry in the
province of Quebec. More than four years after
its adoption in 2006, Bill 88 (Private Security
Act) has now been ratified and has been put in
application in its entirety on July 22, 2010, as
officially announced in the Gazette officielle du
Québec this past July.
Starting July 22, 2010, all companies and
persons practicing installation and maintenance
functions of electronic security systems, both
residential and commercial as well as central
station operators and sales representatives, are
required to obtain a licence from the Private
Security Bureau. According to Article 130 of
the Bill, agents and agencies will have three
months to request the permit, and must attain
the permit within six months from the July 22,
2010, implementation date.
“This is a first step towards professionalizing
our industry and being perceived as a profession
rather than just a trade,” says Normand Fiset,
Quebec Chapter Past President and current
CANASA Board member, who represents
electronic security on the Board of the Private
Security Bureau. Since the Bureau was created in
early 2008 to represent the best interests of the
security industry, the Board has met 31 times to
work on the Bill’s regulations and the mechanics
of their application.
Regulations regarding education
requirements stated by the Department of
Education do not cover the electronic security
industry, since the requirements are already
governed by Bill R20.
Agents and agencies that are required to

acquire a licence will need to apply through the
Private Security Bureau.
Each agency will need to name a
representative for the company who works
full-time for the
organization
as well as all
shareholders
who hold more
than 10 per cent
of the shares of
the company
and provide
their personal
information to
get a background
check done by
the Sûreté du
Québec. All
agents must have
the background check completed as well.
The costs to register and obtain a licence are
as follows:
• Agencies: $1100 for the licence, plus $102
for every person who is required to have
a background check (which includes each
shareholder that holds more than 10 per
cent in the company and the company’s
representative). The $1100 is reimbursable if
the permit is not delivered or renewed. Each
$102 cost is not reimbursable.
• Agent: $140 for the licence. If the permit
is not delivered or renewed, $38 is
reimbursable ($140 - $102).
More information about obtaining the
licence, including a list of other documentation
that will be required in applying for the licence,
can be found at canasa.org.

“This is a first
step towards
professionalizing
our industry and
being perceived as
a profession rather
than just a trade.”

For questions regarding the licensing process and further information requests, contact the
Private Security Bureau or if you are a member of CANASA, contact CANASA’s Quebec Chapter
representative as listed below.
Private Security Bureau
www.bureausecuriteprivee.qc.ca
Email: info@bureausecuriteprivee.qc.ca
Tel: 514-748-7480
Toll-free: 1-877-748-7483
Fax: 514-748-0002
Mail: 6363 Transcanada Highway, Suite 201,
Saint-Laurent, Quebec, H4T 1Z9

CANASA Quebec Office
www.canasa.org
Email: slaflamme@canasa.org
Tel: 514-990-2349
Toll-free: 1-800-537-0774
Mail: Case postale 9, Saint-Constant,
Quebec, J5A 2G1
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Ontario Chapter
reaches out to
members across
the province

A

s part of an initiative to reach out to various
		 regions in Ontario, the Ontario Chapter
Board of CANASA held conferences and minitrade shows in Sudbury and Niagara Falls in
June and September, respectively. These events
were held to reinforce the fact that CANASA
offers services to all of Ontario as well as inform
members of the various programs available and
update members on relevant issues that can impact
their businesses.
The Sudbury event was held on June 10
and brought together more than 60 members
to browse 13 table-top booths and hear from
a line-up of informative speakers, including
police and fire representatives, CANASA staff,
and volunteers. Speaker topics ranged from self
regulation to Bill 168.

DSC representatives talk to attendees at the Sudbury Mini-Trade Show and
Conference.

The Board would like to host similar
events across Ontario in coming
years to encourage networking and
participation among members.
The one-day conference and mini-trade show
held in Niagara Falls on September 21 included
an update on the phasing out of POTS (Plain Old
Telephone Service). A panel of experts, moderated
by CLB Media’s Neil Sutton, provided insight
on one of the hottest trends in security today:
Video Monitoring and IP Video. Local police and
fire representatives spoke on how alarm calls are
managed, reported, and investigated and how the
security industry can better partner with police
and fire services.
Feedback on both events was very positive.
The Board would like to host similar events
across Ontario in the years to come to encourage
networking and participation among members
and to find out what issues, projects, and
requirements members feel CANASA should focus
on in 2011 and beyond.
We encourage you to come and network with
your industry colleagues and find out what is
happening in the world of security.
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Ontario Board members at the Big Nickel in Sudbury.

Distributors enjoy the view at the Niagara Mini-Trade Show and Conference.

Local charities benefit from CANASA
Chapter golf tournaments
dedicated to increasing awareness of colorectal
cancer, supporting patients, and advocating for
population-based screening and timely access to
effective treatments.

T

hanks to the generosity of CANASA
members, eight local charities in eight
provinces across the country received a combined
total of more than $18250 in donations to
help support their important work in their
communities.
A big thank you goes out to all of the
sponsors, organizers, and participants of this
year’s Chapter tournaments. Listed below are
the charities supported by CANASA chapters.
Atlantic Chapter – IWK Health Centre
Foundation
The IWK Health Centre Foundation exists to
ensure patients receive excellent care, both inside
the IWK and in their home communities, by
funding the equipment, programs, and people that
government does not. The IWK Health Centre is
a tertiary care facility serving children, youth, and
women in the Maritime region of Canada.
Calgary and Edmonton Sub-Chapters –
Child Find Alberta
Child Find Alberta is a charitable organization
dedicated to the personal safety of all children. It
works with public agencies and other organizations
engaged in the area of child protection and
advocacy. CFA is a member of Child Find Canada
and is recognized by the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP), Missing Children’s Registry, and
the RCMP’s “Our Missing Children” program.
Manitoba Chapter – Colorectal Cancer
Association of Canada
The Colorectal Cancer Association of Canada
(CCAC) is a national non-profit organization

Ontario Chapter – Jennifer Ashleigh
Children’s Charity
Jennifer Ashleigh Children’s Charity is a notfor-profit organization dedicated to improving
the quality of life for seriously ill children and
their families. Since 1990, Jennifer Ashleigh
Children’s Charity has assisted more than
6500 children and their families with special
treatment needs, medical expenses, and financial
assistance in times of need.
Ottawa Sub-Chapter – Eric Czapnik
Memorial
On December 29, 2009, Ireneusz ‘Eric’ Czapnik
was sitting in his cruiser outside the Ottawa
Hospital at about 4:30 a.m. writing in his
notepad. From nowhere, a suspect approached
and attacked him with a knife and within an
hour Czapnik was declared dead. The Eric
Czapnik Memorial supports the children of
Constable Eric Czapnik.
Quebec Chapter – Association of
Families of Persons Assassinated
or Disappeared
Founded by victims, for victims, the
Association of Families of Persons
Assassinated or Disappeared (AFPAD),
represents the families of victims and offers
them support and advice. The association was
created for families whose loved ones have
disappeared or been assassinated.
Southwestern Ontario Sub-Chapter –
Children’s Hospital
Located at London Health Sciences Centre,
Children’s Hospital serves as a regional
referral centre providing specialized paediatric
inpatient and outpatient services to children
in Southwestern Ontario from birth through
age 17. Formerly the Children’s Hospital
of Western Ontario, Children’s Hospital
continues to offer a full range of clinical
programs and services, family services, and
innovative programs.
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Eric Czapnik Memorial

10 tips to keep in mind when

selling your business
Victor Harding, CA, Harding Security
Services Inc.
Treasurer, Ontario Chapter Board
1. Make sure that you are selling
for the right reason
Good reasons for selling are personal
reasons like wanting to retire or to
pursue another business opportunity.
A bad reason for selling is for the price,
as you will almost never be satisfied. In
the end, most small companies are sold
for personal reasons.
2. Like every other initiative in
business, you have to prepare for
a sale
First, you have to prepare yourself for
the time that it will take to execute a
sale. Second, you need to know what
you are going to do after. Third, you
need to prepare your company for sale.
This means getting your books and
account base in order. You will need
to collect old receivables, try to get
contracts signed where possible, and get
the files on the accounts in order.
3. Investigate the tax implications
of selling
The preparation phase of putting
your business on the market includes
investigating the tax angles of selling
your business. You need to talk to a
good accountant. Should you be selling
shares or assets? If selling shares, do you
have enough shares of the company in
family members’ hands to protect the
full purchase price? If you don’t sell
shares, what premium should you get
from the buyer for selling assets? Also,
how do you handle the tax aspects of
selling assets?
4. Get proper advice and help in
selling your company
Not many of us would sell our homes

without a real estate broker. Selling a
business is as tricky as selling a house or
even more so. So why not use someone
trained in selling businesses to help
you? Too many alarm dealers sell their
businesses to another alarm player
who is more experienced than they
are without a business broker “in their
corner” making sure they get the best
possible deal and price. Buyers always
have a team of people working “in their
corner.” Why shouldn’t you?
5. Learn as much about the selling
process as you can before you sell
Not only can a broker steer you
through the process but they can also
explain the process to you ahead of
time. It is important that you know
what the sales process will be step by
step. How long will the process take?
How will the market value the assets in
your business?
6. Be realistic about your price
Small and medium-sized businesses
in all fields—not just security—do
not command the premium multiples
that large companies do. You cannot
compare multiples that companies
like VOXCOM, Intercon, or Sonitrol
attracted to what you will get for your
business. Moreover buyers and their
banks from those heady days in the late
90s have seen the errors of their ways.
It is very rare that a 1000-account
company is sold for 1998-99 prices.
7. Be sure your company is
properly marketed
One reason why you hire a broker to
sell your house is that this will get your
home listed on MLS—literally anybody
in the world can see that your house
is for sale. The same applies to your
business. Too many alarm dealers sell
to the first player that comes along.
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If you hire a broker, he or she should
create a selling package highlighting
the strengths of your business and then
market it to as many potential buyers
as possible.
8. Make sure you get multiple
bidders for your company
Of all the tips, this is probably the
most important. Having multiple
bidders can offset many other adverse
conditions to your sale—slower
economic times, a particular weakness
to your business, or the need to sell in
a hurry. It has been shown that when
sellers get multiple bidders their price
and terms improve.
9. There is more to focus on than
just the multiple or price
There are several other terms in any
purchase and sale agreement that are
also very important. What are the
payment terms? How much will be
paid up front? How much if any will
be held back and for how long? What
value is given to installation and service
revenue? What multiple will be paid
on non-monitoring recurring revenue
items like guard or maintenance
revenue? What about the non-compete
or non-solicit?
10. The deal is not over when the
transaction has closed
In most sales of alarm companies,
anywhere from 10-50 per cent of the
purchase price is still outstanding after
the closing has happened. This alone
should keep the seller focused on doing
everything possible to maximize his
ending purchase price. Most deals have
a 12-month attrition guarantee written
into them by the buyer. This means
the seller has to guarantee that all the
accounts he sold continue to pay for at
least a year.
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